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Abstract—This paper focuses on assessing sloshing-induced 

overflow of the seismically-isolated nuclear tanks based on 
Fluid-Structure Interaction (FSI) analysis. Typically, fluid motion in 
the seismically-isolated nuclear tank systems may be rather amplified 
and even overflowed under earthquake. Sloshing-induced overflow in 
those structures has to be reliably assessed and predicted since it can 
often cause critical damages to humans and environments. FSI 
analysis is herein performed to compute the total cumulative 
overflowed water volume more accurately, by coupling ANSYS with 
CFX for structural and fluid analyses, respectively. The approach is 
illustrated on a nuclear liquid storage tank, Spent Fuel Pool (SFP), 
forgiven conditions under consideration: different liquid levels, Peak 
Ground Accelerations (PGAs), and post earthquakes.  
 

Keywords—FSI analysis, seismically-isolated nuclear tank system, 
sloshing-induced overflow. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
N recent years, the application of practical base isolation 
systems in nuclear power plants has become an important 

issue in aiming to preserve lifetime structural performance 
more safely in various seismic risk regions. In design phase, 
many requirements based on current specifications are imposed 
to avoid sudden structural and operating failures during the 
entire service life. Nevertheless, sloshing-induced failures in 
the seismically-isolated nuclear liquid storage tanks can be 
occurred under potential seismic loading. This is because the 
amplified sloshing due to a long-period shift can cause 
unexpected overflows of liquid which contains radioactive 
material. Accordingly, assessing and predicting sloshing 
behavior is required for successful implementation of the 
nuclear seismic isolation systems. 

To date, numerous experimental and numerical studies have 
been performed to investigate liquid sloshing behavior [1]-[4]. 
However, these studies are limited to sloshing problems for the 
seismically non-isolated systems or non-nuclear structures. In 
the absence of reliable sloshing information on the 
seismically-isolated nuclear tank systems, accurate assessment 
and prediction of sloshing-induced overflow is not possible. In 
this study, sloshing assessment based on FSI approach is 
proposed. This approach is useful for quantifying the 
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time-variant sloshing height of liquid storage tanks as well as 
their sloshing-induced overflow [5]. In FSI analyses, 
interaction of structural elastic deformation and fluid motion is 
considered with flexible wall conditions not rigid. Three key 
parameters are used as important variables affecting the 
evaluation of the total cumulative overflowed water volumes: (i) 
different free surface levels (i.e., 65%, 75%, 85%, and 95.6% to 
tank height), (ii) different PGAs (0.3g, 0.4g, 0.5g, and 0.7g), 
and (iii) existence of post earthquakes (reduction in 25%, 50%, 
and 75% to PGA of 0.5g). The proposed approach is illustrated 
on a nuclear liquid storage tank, SFP, which is located in the 
auxiliary building. Floor acceleration time-histories, which are 
produced from the preliminary dynamic analysis for a full 
modeling of the nuclear auxiliary building, are applied to the 
tank base at each of the horizontal and vertical directions. 

II. SLOSHING ASSESSMENT 

A. Sloshing Assessment Based On FSI Analysis 
Typically, liquid storage tanks can experience structural 

deterioration process due to violent sloshing even at very small 
amplitude excitations. In case of that seismic isolation systems 
are adopted, fluid motion becomes more fluctuated since the 
relative displacement between the base and top increases 
excessively. For this reason, sloshing assessment in those 
systems should be carried out. 

 

 
Fig. 1 Flowchart for FSI analysis 

 
For the sloshing assessment, the inclusion of FSI effects is 

necessary to produce more reliable outputs. FSI analysis is 
commonly used to solve a multiphysics problem associated 
with the interaction between deformable structures and flow of 
fluid where it is filled internally or surrounded externally. The 
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) approach is also used to 
consider multiphase flow phenomena of gas/air and liquid [6]. 
As indicated in Fig. 1, FSI analysis is conducted by coupling 
two analytical solvers: (i) structural solver for mechanical 
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application [7], and (ii) fluid solver for liquid sloshing [6]. All 
necessary boundary and loading conditions are imposed at the 
base of the tank for structural analysis. In the sloshing analysis, 
volume of fluid (VOF) method is employed due to its suitability 
for determining the shape and location of free surface [8]. 
Through the FSI coupling process, individual outputs including 
mesh displacement and force are continuously transferred to 
the structural and fluid solvers, respectively.  

In this study, a two-way FSI analysis for sloshing assessment 
is performed by using common FE software programs ANSYS 
and CFX for structural and fluid analyses, respectively. Fluid 
motion is assumed to be ideally irrotational, incompressible, 
and inviscid.  

B. FSI-Based Sloshing Verification 
The 3D FSI approach adopted in this study was already 

validated in the former work conducted by the authors [5]. The 
computed sloshing height with flexible and rigid wall 
conditions was compared with the results of a 2D liquid storage 
steel tank (i.e., 9.14m by 6.10m) done by[9]. As shown in Fig. 2, 
the sloshing profiles agree well except the more increase in the 
peak sloshing height when the FSI analysis was performed with 
flexible wall condition. 

 

 
Fig. 2 FSI verification adapted from [5]  

III. SLOSHING-INDUCED OVERFLOW 
In an earthquake event, sloshing-induced overflow of liquid 

storage tanks can be occurred and well quantified by sloshing 
assessment based on FSI analysis. To estimate liquid overflow, 
mass flow rate has to be computed. It indicates the mass of a 
substance (e.g., fluid) passing through an identified surface per 
unit time. The mass flow rate, (kg/sec),at the opening 
boundary is defined as below[6]: 

 
 · ·           (1) 

 
where ρ is the mass density of the fluid, A is the cross-sectional 
vector area/surface, and V is the flow velocity of the mass 
elements, and i indicates the individual side walls in a 
rectangular tank (i.e., east, west, north, south). 

Sloshing-induced overflow is estimated by dividing the 
computed mass flow rate in (1) into the fluid mass density. The 
total cumulative overflowed liquid volume, Stotal (m3), 
measured in four-side walls is given by:  

 

 · dt                   (2) 
 
where , , , and are the mass flow rate in each 
direction of SFP walls. 

IV. APPLICATION 

A. SFP Description 
For performing sloshing-induced overflow assessment, a 

nuclear SFP, which is a pool-type rectangular reinforced 
concrete structure, is employed. SFP is typically 12.2m (40 ft) 
or more in depth with the bottom 4.3m (14 ft) equipped with 
storage racks which are designed to store spent fuel removed 
from nuclear reactors. It is operated to decrease the decay heat 
produced from spent fuel and to shield the radiation emitted. In 
this study, fluid filled in SFP of 12.80m (42 ft) deep is assumed 
to be water with free surface of 12.24m (40 ft 2 in). In addition, 
the effect of the storage racks on sloshing is investigated. All 
detailed information on SFP dimensions and material 
properties is presented in Table I. 

 
TABLE I 

DIMENSIONS AND MATERIAL PROPERTIES 
Parameter SFP Fluid (Water) 

Width, W (m) 10.52  
Length, L (m) 12.80  

Height, H (m) 12.80  
Young’s modulus, E (GPa) 27.79  

Poisson’s ratio, ν 0.17  
Density, ρ (kg/m3) 2,403 997 
Free surface, h (m)  12.24 

Dimensions indicate inner distance of SFP. 

B. Seismic Loading 
As described previously, PGA of 0.5g from the preliminary 

dynamic analysis was excited at bed rock level in order to 
produce floor acceleration time-histories at the isolated SFP 
base. As shown in Figs. 3 (a)-(c), the obtained acceleration 
inputs in FSI analysis are simultaneously applied to the base of 
SFP in east-west (EW), north-south (NS), and vertical (VT) 
directions. 

 

 
(a) EW direction 
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(b) NS direction 

 

 
(c) VT direction 

Fig. 3 Acceleration time-histories for FSI analysis 

C. FE Modeling of SFP and Racks 
As a preliminary study, FSI analysis including fuel racks is 

performed to investigate their effect on SFP sloshing behavior. 
Accordingly, 3D FE modeling of SFP and fluid (i.e., water)is 
developed with the inclusion or exclusion of fuel racks by using 
the common software ANSYS and CFX, respectively [6], [7]. It 
is assumed that the fuel racks of 4.3m high extend to within 
0.3m of the fuel pool walls with empty fuel cells. Rack-to-rack 
spacing is also ignored in this simplified model. Fig. 4 shows 
the typical dimensions of SFP and the layout of fuel racks. As 
mentioned previously, VOF model consisting of air and water 
regions is employed in liquid sloshing modeling, while solid 
model using element type of solid185 is developed in structural 
modeling. 
 

 
Fig. 4 FE modeling and dimensions 

D. Sloshing Behavior and Overflow 
Two-way FSI analyses for the SFP with or without fuel racks 

are conducted by imposing the acceleration excitations in all 
directions up to t = 20.48sec (see Fig. 3).  

 

 
(a) t = 5 sec   (b) t = 11.88 sec   (c) t = 20.48 sec   (d) t = 38 sec 

Fig. 5 Free surface profiles without fuel racks 
 

 
(a) t = 5 sec   (b) t = 11.88 sec   (c) t = 20.48 sec   (d) t = 38 sec 

Fig. 6 Free surface profiles with fuel racks 
 

 
Fig. 7 Cumulative overflow profiles without fuel racks 

 

 
Fig. 8 Cumulative overflow profiles with fuel racks 

 
The seismic excitations last t = 38 sec with zero excitations 

in order to make sloshing behavior converged stably. Figs. 5 
and 6 show free surface profiles in both cases. Regardless of the 
inclusion of fuel racks, the peak sloshing height is occurred at t 
= 11.88 sec. It is observed that fluid motion in the SFP with fuel 
racks becomes a little gentler. The maximum and minimum 
cumulative overflows among four side walls are occurred in 
east and south walls, respectively (see Figs. 7 and 8). At t = 38 
sec, the total cumulative overflows are 92.28 m3 without racks 
and 86.81 m3 with racks. The difference is not significant. 
Therefore, in the following case studies, fuel racks are not 
included in FSI modeling to improve computation efficiency 
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and produce more conservative outputs. 

E.  FSI Case Study  
The total cumulative overflow of the SFP is assessed for the 

scenarios presented in Table II. Three FSI Cases considering 
free surface, PGA, and post earthquake are classified. 

 
TABLE II 

CASES FOR FSI ANALYSIS 

Cases ID Filled Water Level 
to SFP HEIGHTA (%) 

PGA 
(g) 

Aftershock Level 
to 0.5g PGA (%) 

Case I 

FWL65 65.0 0.5 0.0 
FWL75 75.0 0.5 0.0 
FWL85 85.0 0.5 0.0 
FWL95 95.6 0.5 0.0 

Case II 

PGA03 95.6 0.3 0.0 
PGA04 95.6 0.4 0.0 
PGA05 95.6 0.5 0.0 
PGA07 95.6 0.7 0.0 

Case III 

ASL00 95.6 0.5 0.0 
ASL25 95.6 0.5 25.0 
ASL50 95.6 0.5 50.0 
ASL75 95.6 0.5 75.0 

aSFP Height, H, is 12.80 m. 
 
Case I includes four different free surface levels with respect 

to SFP height, for given PGA of 0.5g with no aftershocks. 
Several PGAs (i.e., 0.3g, 0.4g, 0.5g, 0.7g) in Case II are taken 
into account as an excitation input, while different levels of 
aftershock are imposed in Case III. 

F. Overflow Assessment 
In Case I, sloshing-induced overflows of the SFP are 

computed by using (2) and plotted in Fig. 9. It is observed that 
the decrease in filled water levels (i.e., relatively lower free 
surface) leads to decrease in the total cumulative overflowed 
water volumes. In case of FWL65, Stotal is considerably reduced 
around 90% as compared to that of FWL95. However, for 
practical design implementation, it is noted that FWLs 65, 75, 
and 85 except 95 (i.e., design free surface) have to be validated 
for their applicability associated with a safety margin of water 
level. In this context, finding the optimal free surface with the 
successful operation of the isolated SFP is challengeable. 

For given free surface of 12.24m, different amplitudes of 
PGA (i.e., 0.3g, 0.4g, 0.5g, 0.7g) are excited at the SFP base up 
to t = 38 sec with no aftershocks. As shown in Fig. 10, the 
minimum sloshing-induced overflow is occurred in PGA03, 
whereas the maximum overflow is observed in PGA07 (i.e., 
PGA of 0.7g). The corresponding overflowed water volumes 
are presented in Table III, with the increase or decrease rate 
with respect to the reference PGA of 0.5g. Since liquid 
overflows in higher seismic risk can increase significantly, 
relevant actions for overflow prevention have to be taken in 
design and assessment phases of the isolated SFP. 

FSI analyses including several aftershocks are performed in 
Case III, after fluid motion in the SFP is stabilized from the 
main shock of 0.5g. As an aftershock input, the scaled-down 
acceleration time-histories (i.e., ASL25, ASL50, ASL75) are 
imposed again from 38 sec to 58.48 sec, and then the SFP is 

subjected to zero excitations up to 76sec. The associated 
overflow results are shown in Fig. 11 (see also Table III). With 
no aftershock (i.e., ASL00), the estimated overflow stays 
continuously constant. However, sloshing in other cases with a 
certain aftershock begins to fluctuate again after t = 38sec. The 
additional overflowed volumes are 14.9m3, 25.3m3, and 36.7m3 
in the cases ASL25, ASL50, and ASL75, respectively. The 
sloshing-induced overflow due to the aftershock is not 
relatively significant. This is reasonable because the actual free 
surface is already reduced during the previous main shock. 

 

 
Fig. 9 Total cumulative overflow profiles according to different free 

surface levels without fuel racks (Case I) 
 

 
Fig. 10 Total cumulative overflow profiles according to different 

PGAs without fuel racks (Case II) 
 

 
Fig. 11 Total cumulative overflow profiles according to different 

aftershocks without fuel racks (Case III) 
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TABLE III 
TOTAL CUMULATIVE OVERFLOWS MEASURED AT THE IDENTIFIED TIME 

Cases ID 
Stotal (m3) Increase or 

decrease 
rate (%) t = 20.48 sec t = 38 sec t = 76 sec 

Case I 

FWL65 5.35 8.71 - (-)90.56 
FWL75 10.89 18.35 - (-)80.11 
FWL85 28.82 42.88 - (-)53.53 
FWL95 a 77.48 92.28 - RV 

Case II 

PGA03 45.89 56.90 - (-)38.34 
PGA04 62.31 75.14 - (-)18.57 
PGA05 a 77.48 92.28 - RV 
PGA07 101.25 118.55 - (+)28.47 

Case III 

ASL00 77.48 92.28 b 97.13 (+)5.26 
ASL25 77.48 92.28 b 107.18 (+)16.15 
ASL50 77.48 92.28 b 117.62 (+)27.46 
ASL75 77.48 92.28 b 129.00 (+)39.79 

aFWL95 and PGA05 in cases I and II, respectively, are used as a reference 
value (RV) to compute the increase or decrease rate at the predefined time, t = 
38 sec. 

bStotal at t = 38 sec is used as a RV to compute the increase rate at t = 76 sec.  

V. CONCLUSION 
This paper presents an approach for the sloshing-induced 

overflow assessment of the seismically-isolated nuclear SFP 
based on FSI analysis. From the analyses of the identified cases 
in this study, the following conclusions are drawn: (i) FSI 
technique can be effectively used to conduct reliable liquid 
overflow assessment of nuclear tanks; (ii) 3D FE modeling can 
be developed by linking ANSYS to CFX in terms of a tank 
structure and fluid, respectively; (iii) in a conservative way, 
fuel racks inside the SFP can be ignored in the sloshing-induced 
overflow assessment since their effect on sloshing is not 
significant; (iv) free surface can be considered as a very 
sensitive design factor associated with liquid overflow since its 
little reduction can lead to significant decrease in 
sloshing-induced overflow; (v) for same conditions except 
seismic loading, the higher PGA is, the more overflow 
increases; (vi) because of an aftershock that occurs after a 
previous large earthquake, additional liquid overflow can be 
more occurred, however, it depends on the remaining liquid 
level after the main shock; and (vii) further research is needed 
for finding optimal design solutions to prevent unexpected 
liquid overflows in the seismically-isolated nuclear tanks. 
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